
 

 

Call Buyers Active in Scientific Games with Sports Betting Tailwinds 

Ticker/Price: PDD ($33.89) 

 

Analysis: 

Pinduoduo (PDD) shares working out of a small base yesterday and back above the 20-day MA with 4,000 November $36 calls 

being bought on the day from $1 to $1.05. PDD also seeing 2,000 November $35 calls bought around $1.35 where 3,000 sit in OI 

from buyers on 10-1 and late last week the January $35 calls bought 1000X while the $27 puts sold to open. PDD has been on a 

strong run recently and consolidating just below 52-week highs at $36 with a breakout targeting $43. Shares are out of a yearlong 

range from the IPO up above $31 and plenty of space above. The $38.35B Chinese retail company trades 58X earnings, 13X sales, 

and 8.5X cash with expectations for a big jump in profitability in FY21. PDD has seen steady revenue growth the last couple years 

and guiding to 64% and then 42% the next two years. PDD has been trying to win share in the two-party e-commerce race in China 

between JD and Alibaba (BABA) and saw 88% growth MAUs last quarter while active users rose 41%. They are also seeing better 

spending per buyer as they drive repeat business. PDD is looking for greater retention and customer spending to help advertising 

ROI which will improve monetization. They’re also looking to make listing easier for merchants with AI reducing ineffective 

marketing spend. Analysts have an average target for shares of $32. BAML positive on 9-10 with a $39 PT citing easing competition. 

The firm’s recent checks show competition has stabilized and less aggressive promotions should drive more budget flexibility and 

margin upside in non-peak season. Benchmark positive on 8-22 citing its reacceleration of user growth at lower S&M expenses. 

Short interest is 2.3% and down from around 3.7% in August. Hedge fund ownership rose 6.5% in Q2. Tencent has 786M shares 

while Banyan Partners with 392M shares. Hillhouse and Altimeter both notable hedge fund owners. 

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: PDD has one of the healthiest charts in Tech and can be traded versus the base or rising 50 day 

MA, a rapid growth name seeing consistent opening call buys and put sales. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


